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Label Printing & Cutting Machine

Save Time, Save Money
Improve Processes

Thermal Printing & Vinyl - Cutting



Label Printing & Cutting Machine

Sourcing appropriate labels and signs can 
often be time consuming and costly, especially 
when only small quantities, specifically worded, 
or exact sized outputs are required. This is where the 
CPM-100G3U allows you to realize huge cost savings
and operational improvements, by producing exactly 
what you want, when you want it... 24 hours a day !

Save Time, Save Money, Improve Processes



Label Printing & Cutting Machine

For Windows 10 / 8 / 7 Vista (except Vista 64bit version)

for Windows 10 / 8 / 7 Vista

Cut shapes and sizes freely to suit your 
signs and labeling needs.

Free cut shapes

Comes with dedicated “Bepop PC”

The specifications and design of the products in this catalog will be subject to change without advance notice due to our continuous efforts to improve the quality of our products.



SMR# : BOK-010

How does the CPM-100G3U work ?
The CPM-100G3U combines thermal print and vinyl-cutting technology, together with our 
tried and tested software, to produce multiple spot-color outputs. So for example, you 
can design and print a multi-colored label that can then be contour-cut to fit into a recess.

Because the system handles individual shapes and sizes, there’s no need to buy 
customised blank labels. For customers who need to label high value, low quantity 
equipment in a professional manner, the CPM-100G3U is ideal.

Who needs a CPM-100G3U ?
There are so many applications, both traditional and new, for the unique capabilities 
of the CPM-100G3U. Because of the highly durable and robust output, industrial and 
manufacturing sectors will find endless uses throughout their organizations.  These 
include labels and signs for 
●health and safety, ●engineering, ●electrical, ●plant ID, ●asset, ●tracking, 
●product ID, ●pipe marking, ●administration, ●chemical ID, ●facilities management,
●control panels... the list goes on.

Create your own signs & labels 
wherever & whenever you need them

Consumables for CPM-100G3U
Standard Vinyl Rolls

Premium Grade Vinyl Rolls

Ink Ribbons

Package : 4 rolls per carton
Size : 4-3/8” x 49’, (110mm x 15m)

Special material

www.maxusacorp.com

Clear
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